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QUESTION: 53  

Which two business value entry points are used when developing an improved IT 

economics solution?    

 

 

A. Retention    

B. Acquisition    

C. govern and protect ail data    

D. Financial performance management    

E. Optimize Big Data & Analytics infrastructure    

 

 

Answer: A, D    

 

 

QUESTION: 54 

Information governance is most helpful in assessing and managing which dimension of 

big data?    

 

 

A. variety    

B. volume    

C. velocity    

D. veracity    

 

 

Answer: C    

 

 

QUESTION: 55    

What CO used be used as business value entry points when developing an Acquire. 

Grow. Retain customer solution?    

 

 

A. Personalization, profit ability    

B. Harness and analyze all data, govern and protect ad data    

C. Business process operations, infrastructure, and asset efficiency    

D. Planning and performance management, disclosure management and financial close    

 

 

Answer: D    

 

 

QUESTION: 56  

IBM SPSS Data Modeler enables the use of data from which to types of nodes?    

 



A. Filters DB. SAP File    

B. Screen Capture    

C. IBM Cognos TM1    

D. Simulation Generate    

 

 

Answer: C    

 

 

QUESTION: 57    

Which t\so statements are true about predictive analytics prerequisites?    

 

 

A. Predictive analytics require input data to be in aggregate form.    

B. Data for predictive analytics needs to be in third normal form (3NFY    

C. Raw data for predictive analytics needs to be stored in Hadoop first    

D. Data must be sufficient to train a predictive model for the business goal.    

E. Acceptance is required from a business users' community of a predictive analytics 

initiative and management sponsorship.    

 

 

Answer: D    

 

 

QUESTION: 58    

This individual is responsible for defining, developing, and implementing the strategy 

and methods by which the organization acquires, manages, analyzes, and governs data. 

Which role does this define Within Big Data and Analytics?    

 

 

A. Data Scientist    

B. Business Analyst    

C. Chief Data Officer    

D. Analytic Consumer    

 

 

Answer: A    
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